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�4�-< ...(���)�*)... �� !	�h� ����< �B ...(���)�*)... I think there is no discipline 

in the House. Please. �ह !ह� ��� �हf ह*B ...(���)�*)...  

___________ 

STATEMENT BY MINISTER 

Status of Implementation of the Recommendations Contained in 

169th Report of Department-Related Parliamentary standing 

Committee on Industry 

THE MINISTER OF HEAVY INDUSTRIES AND PUBLIC ENTERPRISES 

(SHRI SONTOSH MOHAN DEV): Sir, I lay a copy of the statement. 

___________ 

SHORT DURATION DISCUSSION 

Communal Violence in Vadodara and other Parts of the 
Country 

THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS (SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATH): Sir, after 

such a debate, per force, I should be very brief. We had a debate yesterday in this 

House, and the other House also, with respect to the incident that had taken place in one 

part of our country. Today, we are discussing the incidents that have taken place in other 

parts of our country. Yesterday, the debate was sobre, and probably, briefer than this one. 

Today, some heat was generated at the beginning, but then, some very good points have 

been made by hon. Members, while expressing their views on the incidents in 

Vadodara and other places. Sir, what happened in Vadodara? the Municipal 

Corporation decided to remove some structures which were standing at some palces in 

the city in order to implement their plan, and the information which is given to us shows 

that they did remove some structures which were standing at the places where they should 

not have been there, and from where they were causing some obstruction to the traffic. 

When this place was approached by the municipal authority and they tried to demolish 

that structure, people who had collected there, objected to it, and a situation became, 

difficult in the middle of the night. I received a telephone call from one of the collegagues 

here that Vadodara was facing grave difficulties and people were rioting over there. It 

was possible for the Home Secretary and me also to communicate with the Chief 

Minister around 2 o'clock in the night. We 
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tried to collect the information about the incident. Then we decided that the situation 

should be controlled with determination, and without giving any opportunity to anybody, 

to cause any damage to any property or to any individual. Next day also, the situation 

was not fully under control. The curfew was clamped. One of the vehicles, I think, met with 

an accident, and the driver of that vehicle was put to death by the people who had 

collected over there by setting on fire the vehicle itself. This was a signal which indicated 

that if the situation was not controlled with a firm hand, it could go out of control and it 

could cause a lot of difficulties. The State Government asked for some Forces from the 

Union Government, and we did give them the Forces. Nearly 21 Companies were given 

to them; eight companies of Rapid Action Force and some Companies of BSF and 

CRPF were given. It was also decided on the next day that the Army columns would stage 

a flag march in the city to give an indication that the situation had to be controlled. And 

fortunately, the situation was controlled. The question which is, sometimes, asked is who 

is responsbile for this situation. Sir, the State Government was in Gandhinagar and the 

Municipal Corporation was in Vadodara, and this was an action taken by the Municipal 

Corporation. One of the hon. Members, speaking here, very rightly said that the 

Municipal Corporation could have acted differently. And he did also say that 

Gandhinagar was firm enough to control the situation. I think, that assessment of that 

hon. Member who comes from Gujarat is not incorrect. It appears to be correct. 

While discussing this issue, so many points were raised, and it was tried to indciate 

that for development, demolition of these kinds of structures was necessary. It was 

also said that some temples were demolished. The figures and the statistics which are 

given to us, and the information which is given to us, indicate that some temples were 

demolished, and one or two mosques were also demolished. But, sir, the character of the 

structures has to be taken into consideration. If a structure is constructed, say, a few 

months back, or, one or two years back, removing that structure does not cause any 

difficulty. But if the structure is ancient and is worshipped by the people, the people 

belonging to not only one section of the society but to all sections of the society, the removal 

of that kind of structure has to be done in a careful menner. If it is necessatry, it 

should be removed. If it can be done with agreement between the people who respect 

that structure, it is better. But if it is not to be done, one should not be in a hurry to 

demolish that kind of structure 
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because demolishing that structure is not only demolishing the structure, but is also 

hurting the feelings of some of the people who respect that structure. That is what is to be 

borne in mind while dealing with structures of this kind. Many instances have been 

quoted by the hon. Member, while speaking on this issue, as to how the structures have 

continued to be there is other places and have not been demolished. Even in Delhi, 

when I used to come from Janpath to the Parliament, at one square there was a mosque; 

that mosque is not demolished. Now, there is a wall constructed around it, and that mosque 

is protected. If something of this nature can be done, it should be done. If it cannot be 

done then a discussion should be held, and if, with agreement, the structure has to be 

demolished, it should be demolished; otherwise, it should not be demolished, because 

those who have the responsibility of administering a city or a State or the Country have to 

consider the impact of their actions on the minds, the hearts and the feelings of the people 

in the country. They should not do it without taking into consideration these things. 

Probably, one would not say that they did it with any bad intention. But one can 

certainly say that they did not do it in a sensitive manner. By understanding the feelings 

of the other people, probably, they could have done it differently. As far as the issue of 

Vadodara is concerned, I do think that the Municipal Corporation could have dealth with 

this issue in a different manner, in a more responsible manner, if it had not done so, it 

could be asked to look into all these matters and see as to how it can compensate or it 

can help the people in that area. This is what I would like to say, as far as Vadodara is 

concerned. 

But, Sir, while discussing issues of this nature—yesterday and today also we 

discussed issues of this nature—we have to be very careful, why do communal 

disturbances take place in our country? Something happened in Varanasi and the 

people of Varanasi behaved in a most responsbile manner. Something happened in 

Delhi. The people of Delhi coducted themselves in a most responsible manner. Something 

happened in Doda and Udhampur also. Again and again, it has been said that we did not 

go there. But when I met them there, they did tell me, "Look, we are now going to be 

divided by the terrorists who are acting in this manner. We will remain together and we 

will fight them together". This is what they told me. This is very important. 

Somebody, while participating in this debate today, said that, 
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probably, people were more secular than some of us, the politicians. The people are really 

secular. The people in Varanasi, the people in Delhi and the people in Doda and 

Udhampur behaved in a most restrains and responsible manner indicating that are really 

broad-minded and they really understand the value and importance of treating all human 

beings as human beings, and not persons belonging to this religion or that religion and not 

creating a division between the human beings. Now that is what is indicated by the people 

over there. But, sometimes, probably, politicians, all of us, for reasons known to us, are 

not, a little, as secular as the people outside the Parliament are. Now, while speaking also, 

sometimes, we make statements which do not help to maintain communal harmony in the 

country, but it acts as fuel to the fire of communal disturbances in the country. This has 

to be borne in mind. The administrators and the people who are on the spot have to 

behave in a responsible manner. Yesterday, while discussing the Doda and Udhampur 

issue, very good suggestions were given and one of the suggestions was to strengthen 

the Village Defence Committees. That was one of the most practical and useful 

suggestions which was thrown up in the debate in the House and in the other House also 

to deal with the terrorist activities in the far-flung areas of Doda, Udhampur and Jammu. 

Now, in the same fashion, today what is coming out of this debate? A little tact on the 

part of the person who was actually dealing with this structure would have avoided the 

situation. It was all the more necessary because of the history with which we are all 

acquainted, what happened in some parts of Gujarat. It would have been necessary for 

the people who are elected to the Municipal Corporation and who are administering the 

Corporation to be a little more tactful and a little more careful. Nothing would have 

changed, nothing would have happened if this matter was delayed. The demolition 

could have been delayed for sometime. Nothing would have happened. If that structure 

could stand there for 100 years or even 50 years... (interruptions). 

�� @ (�� ��: �� ��" 	� �.*���X�� #� �4- .���< ……(���)�*).... �� 
�o�A�5 	�  ����<, ��" 	� �;�.<�� ……(���)�*).... ��3 	� 	� �;�.<B 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATIL: Sir, I will reply to his questions afterwards. I don't want 

to break my link. What I am saying is that if we, who are administering the area, 

administering the cities or States or the Government at the national level, are not tactful, 

are not careful, if we do not anticipate the disturbances, if we act in a hurry, act in a manner 

which 
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can hurt the feelings of the people, we would be compelled to face situations like this. 

This is exactly what has to be avoided. If this is avoided at individual level, if this is avoided 

at organisation level, it can really help us. The second thing, which is very important, is we 

think that by appealing to the narrow mindedness of the human beings, we will gain 

something out of it. It is not going to happen because those people who want to get 

something out of narrow mindedness of the people, their number is very, very limited. A 

majority of the people have nothing to gain to of it. They are happy if there is peace. 

They are happy if there is harmony. They are happy if there is understanding. They feel 

disturbed and they feel unhappy if something happens in their State or in their city or in their 

galli'or in their neighbourhood. Actually, they suffer. Their children cannot go out. They 

cannot get whatever they want to get from the market. They suffer and sometimes that 

fire can engulf their own house also. They are not happy. This has to be very clearly 

understood. Those who think that by appealing to narrow mindedness of some human 

beings in the society they can gain out of it, I think they are mistaken. That is not going 

to help at all. It has to be avoided. There is one more thing. We are saying that we would 

like to have peace and harmony in the society. How are peace and harmony in the 

society disturbed? Peace and harmony in the society are disturbed because of disturbance in 

our own mind. If our mind is disturbed, if we do not know what is really going to help us, it 

is going to disturb the peace and harmony in the society. Every word that we utter, every 

act that we do, if it is contributing towards the pollution of our mind, disturbance of our mind, 

it is going to result in disturbance in the society. This has to be understood. We shall have 

to introspect and find out as to how we are conducting ourselves. Are we saying things 

which will add fuel to the fire? Or are we doing things which will douse this fire and 

create harmony and understanding in the society? We shall have to do it. Now what is to 

be done in these circumstances? We shall have to ask ourselves as to what we should do. 

We shall have to decide in our parties as to what we should do. We shall have to 

understand that this is not, in the ultimate analysis, going to help us and we have to 

conduct ourselves in a proper manner. One of the hon. Members, while speaking here, said 

that we are not here to divide; we are here to unite. Religion does not divide and should 

not divide. Religion should unite. Culture should unite the human beings with human 

beings, human beings with God, human beings with the nature. If it divides, it cannot be 

called a real and correct religion. 
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That has to be clearly understood. The question today asked is: how is the communal 

situation in the country? Now I would like to give you the statistics on this point and 

leave it to you to decide how is the communal situation in the country. In 2000, the 

number of incidents that took place was 787; persons killed—243 and persons injured—

1840. In 2001, the number of incidents that took place was 823, persons killed —221 

and persons injured—2383. In 2002, the number of incidents was 722, persons killed—1130 

and persons injured—4375. In 2003, the number of incidents was 711, number of persons 

killed—193 and persons injured—2261. In 2004, the number of incidents that took place 

was 677, persons killed— 134 and persons injrued—2132. In 2005, the number of 

incidents that took place is 779, persons killed—124 and persons injured—2066. In 

2006, from January to May 12, the number of incidents is 198, persons killed—58 and 

persons injured—706. Now, this indicates that there is an improvement in the situation, 

and there is no deterioration, but, some of the incidents which ahve taken place have 

attracted our attention so much that we have started feeling that the situation is 

deteriorating. Not that the incidents are not taking place; not that there is no scope for 

improvement. The situation indicates that there is a slight improvement, but it is not a 

satisfactory improvement. Someting more has to be done, and something more can be 

done not only by the Government of India, not only by the State Governments, not only by 

the Municipal Corporations, but by all of us together. If all of us contribute towards it, the 

situation can, certainly, become better than what it is today. Now, we are the people 

who are well-known throughout the world for out tolerance, contentment, understanding, 

desire for peace, desire for amity, and if this kind of division is created in the name of 

religion, in the name of any other narrow-mindedness, it is not going to help us. What 

can be done by us here is, to be very careful in using the words, in making the policies, in 

administering the Government, and in approaching the people in the just and correct 

manner so that the communal harmony in our country is maintained. I am not here to 

blame this person or that person, or, this State or that State. Now, we are all expected to 

be responsible. The State Governments did behave in a manner in which we expected them 

to behave, and we did give them all the help. That was done. And that has to be 

continued. If it is not continued, nobody can help them; nobody can avoid critising 

them. And, if they do their duty in a proper manner, certainly, the entire country, the 

Government of India, and all of us will be with them. Any 
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8.00 P.M. 

State Government, for the matter, or, any organisation in the State Government can 

expect the help of the State Government, or, the Union Government in order to achieve 

this objective. 

Sir, I know that some issues were raised. Those are detailed issues, and they will 

require a lot of discussion and interpretation of the existing laws. For that, this is not the 

time, and, we will not have enough of patience to go into all these details. I am not going into 

these details. The information is available. If anybody wants any information on these 

points, I can give them the information, the law also can be made available to them, and 

they can form their own opinion. Thank you, Sir. 
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SHRI TAPAN KUMAR SEN (West Bengal): Mr. Deputy Chairman, sir, I seek a 

clarification from the hon. Home Minister I would like to know whether the 

demolition of that dargah in Vadodara is a violation of the 1993 Act for maintenance of 

pre-1947 structure. If it is, then how should that be handled? 

Secondly, to ascertain whether it is a pre-1947 structure, if it is to be ascertained, 

then the onus of ascertainment falls on whom? On an individual or the city 

administration, including the Municipal Corporation and police who decided the 

demolition action sparking the riot? So, I 
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think these two aspects are vital in preventing the future prospect of this kind of incidents. 

I request the hon. Home Minister to clarify this point. 

SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE (West Bengal): How old was this structure as 

per your report? Thank you. 
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o�����#� "��� �� :!�� ��ह !� �; <X� �A�o .;� ह*, >��; 	 ���� �� �
 ��!�#�   
�	. !��  ?  

 �� ��*� ��8�� : >�!)���� 	ह;"�, 	V 	����� ��ह 	
�� �� !� �ह ����� 
3�ह4
�� ��  <� �; ���� �.��d �; ��q� . -;Q �"��,�ह�
 ह	���  ��9��� ��  ��A�  �� 
ह\�� ह P ह*, "4!�� ���� �; ��/� >?���, ��q� . 	V ���� ���  !� !ह	� ह4
 , 	�� 	V 
:!	���� �ह �;Q�� 3�ह�� ह4
  �� 	g ��  �
"� A4 A�, �.��d ��  �
"� 	
�"� A4 A� , �; ��� 
��� >!��  �.< )� ��F� !���� 	"" �हf "��� ह*, �; �� CE !���� >!	� 	"" "��� ? 
��� >!�� )� �;P %����� ����� ? ��� �.��d "
��  �� �;P ��
3 )��� !���� �.� !� 
���<�� ?  

 �� �%G  5�(� 5���  : >�!)���� 	ह;"�, 	V 	
�� �� !� <� ��� ����� 
3�ह�� ��, �; �ह	" )�P �� �4- �� ह* �� ��� �;P �4��Xi	5 ½!� ���4� ह*,  ��!!� :��; 
�
 ��!�#� �"�� ��<�� ? �)� �� �A�A ���5	�A �� � - �हf �"�� ह*, !�k. ���5	�A �� 
� - �हf �"�� ह* B �; �ह.� >��; �
 ��!�#� �"�� ��<, .���� "��� �� ����� ��� ह;��? 
��� �ह ��!� �; 
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	�| ��  g�� ह;�� �� �;P �4��Xi	5 :!�� �;P ���4� ह* ? �*!� �ह�
 1984 ��  "
�6 	� �"�� 
��� ��, ��� >!� ��ह !� �"�� ��<�� �� ���� 	�| !� �"�� ��<�� ? 

  "4!�� ���, �P<!�P ��  .;�6 �� �ह � ��� �,� �� �ह� ह* 2� �ह ��� 
�,�� �ह � �8�� ह* B �ह�
 �� �ह � ह	.� ह; �ह�  हV,	�� 	V <� ��� ����� 3�ह�� ह4
  ��
"�Q 
��  ��A)
o���  ��� 	� <� ��A��o5  ��o7q�4o� :
������ ��  घ� 	�  �	 �� �ह� �� 2�  �	 XA 
���, ��!	� "; .;� 	� �< 2� ��� .;� �y	� ह; �< ��  B >!� :.���  	� ��)(�, � ���� 
2� �.��� 	�  	���"6 �� ह	.� ह < ��  , ��!	� >!� ��ह �� �	 :���	�. ह � ��, �; �ह�
 
�"q.� 	� 	���" 	� ह � ��, 2� 	 n�P ��  घ�A�;�� 	� �; �	 7.��A ह � ��, >!� ��ह �� 
ह� 7.��A ह4� ��, �; �� .;� �; ��
"�o 	� हV, �ह �; X* �	.� ह*, ��� �� ��Z� �हC"  ���/" ��  
	*n�� ह* ? ��� �� :! �� )� ��� �, �ह�  ह* �� �हf ½!� �; �हf �� �ह �����:��#� )� 
:! "�# ��  �
"� � - ��
���"� ������9�6 �� s� �� �ह� ह* ? :! �� �	 ��� �, �ह�  
हV  �� �हf �, �ह�  ह*  ? �ह 	* ����� 3�ह�� ह4
  B 

 

† ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Ŕ¯ Ķ˜  ŗΦ ¢ Ê Ńˇ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Ŕ¯ Ķ˜  ŗΦ ¢ Ê Ńˇ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Ŕ¯ Ķ˜  ŗΦ ¢ Ê Ńˇ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Ŕ¯ Ķ˜  ŗΦ ¢ Ê Ńˇ""""ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢:":":":"   ĶŷΉ ĶǼ ¥ Ķſ őΎ ¢  śˆ  Ћ Ê →ŷΈ ›Έ Þ Í ¬ ŗŸΈ Д Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢
  ĶΎ ¬ ŕŪδũγšŶΟ  ŗ΅ Â ¢  śˆ  ŇǼÞ ι Â ŗΫ Ķ΄  Ķũά ¢ Á ̄  ĶűδΉ  ŗά Ј ŗ΅  Ķź΅ Ñ΅  ι ν Řǽ ŗΧ  śΉ  Ј Ķⁿ  ŀŶǾ ¢  ŗǼ Þ Ķ₣  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ
  ŗ΅ Â ¢  śŵφ  ŗΨ ø ι  ĶΎ ¬ ›ω ŘŦ΅  śΉ  ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ À ↓ŷźˆÞ ι  ĶΎ ¬ ›ω ŘŦ΅  śΉ  ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ ĺźţˆ ¢ őƒ Śⁿ ¢ é ĶΡ śΏ  ĶǼ

 ¬ ŕŪδũγšŶΟ Â ŗΫ Ķ΄ Ј ŗ΅  ĶΟ ³ ¢ Á ̄  ĶűδΉ  ŗά Ј ŗ΅  ĶΎ  ĶΡ ŗΌ  Ń Ä ¢  ╒ Ś˘ │ А Śũ΅ ÑΎ  Ķź΅ é ĶΡ ŗΌ  Ķź΅ ÑŲά Ń˙  ĶΟ  śŷ∆ ¬ ŕųź· Þ śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶΎ
 Ã Ķϊ  śũΚǼ é ιĉđĐČé ĶΡ  śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶΎ ¬  śˆ  Ś˘ │ З ¢  ĶΎ  ĶΡ śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶΎ ¬  śˆ  ª Ń˙ Śˆ ¢  Ķź΅ Þ Ķ₣  ĶźΆ  ĶΎ ¬ ›Έ Ã ŗŴΉ ¬  ╒   

  

 Ĺυ  Ń Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  ╒ ÞЈ ¡ Ňά ¢ Ј  ¡ Þ¥ Ķſ Ê Ńˆ Ä ¬           Ń Ã ĶϊÞ ι Ê ̄  Ä Ń˘ Ĺυ  ĶŷŹ΅ ̄   ŃŮΫ ÑΎ  ̄  Ä ¢Þ ι ŚΌ ̄  ĶǼ ŚŹ΅ ̄   ŃŮΫ
  ŗδŵſ ڈ Ђ  ڈ ŃΏ ĶţΎ ̄  őΎ ¢ ›Έ  ŃŴΉ  Í ̄  ¢ Łŷⁿ ¦ Ķ  ╒  ńΎ ŁΉ ĶΉ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷΉ ĶǼ ¥ Ķſ őΎ ¢ ›Έ  ŃŴΈ ø›Ό  ι ̄   ŗΌ  śŵŶǾ Ĺυ

 ś₣  ╖  ŗΌ ŚŶǿ ± ¿ ŗ· ‹ƒ  ̄  Ä ¢  ╖ │ ¿ ŗ· Ä ¬ ›Έ ŇǼ Þ ĶźΆ ĺ Ŕſ  ̄  Ä ¢ Ķ₣  ĶΌ ̄  ŕſ Ŕſ ›Έ  ŃŹΆ  ╒  ↨ŻẀ ¢ Ê ڈ Śˆ ¢ ø
 Þ Ķ₣  ¢ ŗΌ À ĶŶůΰˆ ¢ Ŕſ  ĶΟ ª Ń˙ Śˆ ¢ ›Έ ŇǼ Þ ś₣  śΏ  ŗΌ  śŵŶǾ  Ń Ã Ä ŀťũΈ ›Έ Ñŷ· ĶǼ  ̄  Ä ¢ ÑΉ ̄  ŗΧÞ Зⁿ Ń ›Έ  ś΄  ύ˜
 ĺˆ ύſ ŚΌ  ĶΟ ª Ń˙ Śˆ ¢ Þ Ķ₣  ¢ ŗΌ ĺˆ ύſ Ŕſ  ŗǼ ›Έ  Ń ŗ΅ ¦ ĶŹΆ  ╒ ЙŠŶΈ  ̄  Ä ¢  Ķ₣  ¢ ŗΌ ›Έ  ŀťũΈ ›Έ ŚŵΌ ¬ Ã Ķϊ  ŗǼ

Ŷź  ŗǼ ÑΎ Þ›Ό ›Έ  ńΎ ŀΉ ĶΉ  ŗǼ ¿ ŗ· ÑΎ  ŗΨ Þ Ķ₣  ¢ ŗΌ  ŃŮΫ Śⁿ  Ń ³ ¢ ¤ ¡  Ķź΅ é›Ό  ←ŶΈ  ╒ ŀŪά Ń  Ä ŀŷΌ ňά ¬ ÑΎ  Ķź΅Þ ι Śŵ
  ĶǼ » Ń˙ А Ã ŗδΊ ¬ Ä ДŹΆ Ê ¬ ¢ Ä őŷƒ ¡ ŘŦ΅  ̄  ŀΉ ¢  ╒ ňά ¬ ³ ¢ Śⁿ ŕŪά ŅΏ ĶŷΆ ̄  ¡ ÑΎ Ñ΅ ›ω  ŗΨ  Ķũά ¢ ›Ÿ΅ Ñ΅ ›Ό  ι ̄  Ř΅ ̄

Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷΉ ĶǼ ›Έ ÑΎ é›Ό  ι Ř΅ ̄  ›ω  ĶΎ ›Ό  ι ̄  Ř΅ ̄   ŃŮΫ ¤ ¡  Ń ³ ¢ é ι  ĶΌ ̄ 
†Transliteration in Urdu Script. 
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�� ���� �/X (�ह��Y7) : 	����� >�!)���� 	ह;"�, 	����� ��ह 	
�� �� 
�� ���� ���� 	� �ह �ह�  �� ��� n�4��!�. ����;��#� 3�ह�� �; ���3�� ��  ���<  
�;P ����� ����. !��� ��, �;P ह. ����. !��� ��, .���� 	V ��ह 	
�� �� !� �ह 
����� 3�ह�� ह4
  �� <� !��. � �.! �� )4�	�� �� )� >? �ह� ह*, �; .;�. 
<o�	���k�Z� ह*, .;.� � �.! ह*,>!�� )4�	�� �� >? �ह� ह*, ��� "
��  �; �   �;�� 	� 
� �.! �� )4�	�� �� �;P $Z�-�3Cह ह* ? � �.!  ����� <X� ��A� �� ? .;�. 
<o�	���k�Z� ����� <X� ��A� �� ?�ह ��� -4 A �P हV, :!�.< :! �� �� ��� 
"� ,��;�� ��� � �.! �� <ह��ह�� �.�� ह;��, �; #��" �� "
�� � ह;�� B �ह ��� 	V ��ह 
	
�� �� !� ����� 3�ह�� ह4
  B 

 ��  ����� ��.  ��8� : u�	¿, �ह�
 �� �;A5  �� $Z� हV,�!. 	� � ���� 
ह�P �;A5  �� ��!� ��  a�q��� #� �� �ह �� ! �हf �.�� ��, >!�� �ह ! s-	;A; �� ! 
�.�� ��B ��5	�� �� 	� <� �vA�. ���, >!��  �9�� �� >Cह6�� �� ! 3�.4 ���� 2� 
>!	� >Cह6�� �ह� �� �Q;"�� 	� �; �k�3!5 ह*, �ह	"���" 	� �k�3!5 ह*, ����;A5  	� 
�k�3!5 ह*, �� ����< ��<
B �; >! ��	�� ��  �9�� �� �ह # O ह �, a!� �हf ह*B 
��	�A ��  �ह.� ह� �o!��� ह;�� >!��  ����  	� 33^ ह; 3 �� ��, �ह ��	�� ��� ��, 
:!�.< �हf ����B ��	�� "4!��  �"� ��� ह* 2� �ह 33^ �ह.� �"� ह P ह*B >! ��	�A  
�� )� ! $�	 �;A5  �� �ह �"�� �� >! �� ह	 �A�  "���  ह*B ! $�	 �;A5  �� �A�  �"�� �; �ह 
��X��x�4��A ह* 2� � ���� �� �o5� �"�� �; �ह X��x�4��A ह*, �ह �ह�� �� �������� 
	� ह	 �हf हV B �; )� ह* ……(���)�*).... 

 �� ���� ���: 	V��  :!�.< �ह� �� ��6�� � ���� >x3 C����.� �� <� 
��"�# �"�� �� 2� >! �9�� �� �ह ��	 ह; �ह� ��B ह	�� :! ��� �� �;� �"�� �� �� 
��! 	� ���3�� �� !ह	�� ह; �P �� .���� � - ह�o5  .�:��, �����  ����  	�  ह	� #
�� ह* 
a!� .;� ��, �; �Q�Q ���� 3�ह��  ��, >Cह6�� �ह ����, ���� ���-3�� "���ह 
�o	i�.# ह; 3 ��  ��  .;�6 �� !ह	�� ��  �9�� ��B :!��  �.< )� .;� !ह	� ह; �< ��, 
.���� � - .;�6 �� �ह ����B �; �ह .;� �1� ��, :! �� 	V F��"� �;� "��� 3�ह �ह� 
��B  

 �� ���� �/X: �.��� ��:, ह�P �;A5  �� �"�# � ���� 	� �; !ह� �� 
�o	i�.#�  ��, .���� �"q.� 	� ह�P �;A5  �� �"�# �.� ��  �o	i�.#� �� B "; 
)4�	��<
 �हf ह; !��fB  

 �� ���� ���: :!��.< �; 	V �ह �ह� ह4
  �� �ह�
 �����"�# .���  3��ह< ��B  

 �� ����� ��0  ��8� : !�, 	V �ह� �ह �ह� �� �� ��	�A ��  �9�� �� �ह 
�o	i�.#� �हf ह � ह*, >���  h.�� ��  	 ����� ह � ह*B >!��  ����  	�  ��	�� ��� !� 
�ह.� 33^ ह P ह*B ��� 	V�� ���� )�/( 	� �;P 	 Y� �;� !� !�	�� �,� ह* �; �ह �ह� ह* 
�� 
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n� ���!�. ����;��#� �; �ह 3��ह< �� �� ��� :��� .;�6 �� ���;9 ह* 2� �ह � ���� 
	���" �� "���ह ह* �; .;�6 ��  ��3��6 �; _��� 	� �,�� �� � - �"� ��  �.< >!� ��� 
�d���, �X� 33^ ����  2� >!��  ��" ���� ह* �� �हf ���� ह*, �ह �o!�:o ����  B 
a!� ����  �; �;P ,�! ��� �हf ���Q�� ��.� ��, .���� >Cह6�� a!� �हf ����B a!� 
�हf ���� �� ��ह !� ह� �ह ह�"!� ह � ह*, ��!	� 6 ���� 3.� �P B �ह ह�"!� ��� 
�d ����, "4!�� ��ह �ह 
3 ���� �; ��� ह;��, :!�� �
"��� .���� n� ���!�. 
����;��#� �; �8�� ��B ��� >Cह6�� �
"�`� �हf .���� ह* 2� �ह�
 !"� 	� ��� 
!"�� >?�� �;.��  ह*  �� >Cह6��  �.�� �� ह*, �; �;.�� ��.6 �� �ह �.�� ह*, a!� 	V 
	���� ��  �.< �*��� �हf ह4
 B �; )� !���� ह;�� ह*, ह	 �"q.� 	� �*?�� �� �ह�
 ��
9� ��� 
	� �ह �Q;"�� 	� �*?��, :� 3��6 �; <o�	���k�A� �; _��� 	� .��� �8�� ह;�� ह*B 
��� >!�� �हf �.�� ह* �; >! �.�� �� ��n	�"��� >!�� �हf ह;�� �; ��!�� ह;��? 
��Cह6�� �ह ������, ��Cह6�� �ह �
"�` �हf .���� �� a!� ह; !��� ह*, >!�� �.�� 
�हf ह;�� �; �.�� ��!�� ह;��? :!�; _��� 	�  �,�� �8�� ह* B :!��  �.< ��� �;P 
�;.� �� �P<! �P ��  .;� >!	� ह* �� ह; !��� ह*, �� �हf ह* �� हV, ह	 �ह �* !� 
�;.�B �ह ��6 �हf ह	 	����  �� ���� ��n	�"��� �; "4!�6 �� o�.��  ��  �.< ह	 �ह �� 
�ह�  हV B :!�� ��	�A "��� �� ह� >� �"�	�6 �; ह*, ��Cह6�� �4��  X* �m! ���� !�	�� 
.��� �
"�� .����B ह	 :! $��� !� �
"�� �हf .�� !��� B �� �q��� ����< �� 
ह	 �� ��! ��� �� 33^ �� �ह�  हV, :! !"� 	� �*?�� ह	 ��! ��� �� 33^ �� �ह�  
ह*? ह	 �"q.� !���� ��  ��< ह < ��	 �� �हf, $�C� �� !���� ��  ��< ह < ��	 �� )� 
�हf, ��q� n� ���!�. ��A| ��  ��< ह < ��	 �� 33^ �� �ह�  हV, ��!�� ��ह !� �ह 
ह�"!� ह � ह*, >!�� 33^ �� �ह�  ह*B n� ���!�. 	*A� ह	 ��v.��	�A 	� .��� 33^ �� 
�ह�  ह*B :!�.< �� �ह�  ह*  �� ��� �ह ह�"!� �d ���� �; �ह �� �ह � ��X X* . 
!��� �� 2� �ह �ह � �o� 3�� ह; !��� ��, :!�.< ह	 �� >!�� 33^ �� �ह�  ह*B  
	��, 	�.4	�� n� ���!���.A� !� �A�A ���5	�A ��  ��! ��<
��, �A�A ���5	�A !� ह	���  
��! �<
��B �� �ह �; h.��!! �X ���#h! ���#. $;���� <�A ह*, >!�� 
:
A��$A�#�  ! $�	 �;A5  �� ह�P �;A5  �� !��� ह*B :!��  :
A�$�A�#� �� ��9��� .;� 
!)� 2� ��F� !)� �� �हf ह* B :!�� <� �; $;��`� ह*, �; !*�#� ( 4) ह*, �ह 	V 
���; �d �� ����� ह4
 : 

"It is hereby declare that the religious character of a place of worship existing on 

15th day of August, 1947, shall continue to be the same as it existed on that day." 

�� :!�� :
A�$�A�#� ��� ह*? �4�� :
A�$�A�#� ��� ह*? <�-<� �i	�, <�-<� 
#7" �; _��� 	� �,�� ह < :!�� :
A�$�A�#� ���� �Q���B 	V �;Q� !� ���4� ����� ह4
 , 
:!�.< ��� "; �	�A ��  �C"� �;Q� !� ��3�� ����  	V :
A�$A�#� �8
 , �; �ह �.� 
ह;��, 	V :!	�  
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�हf �o4 
�� B 	�� �; ह*, �ह �ह� ���4� ह*B ��!�� )� :! ���4� �� >q.
घ� ���� ह*, 
>!��  �,.�X �� ! ���� �� !��� ह* 2� ��� �/5 �� !`� )� "� �� !��� ह* B �ह :! 
���4� 	� ����� ��� ह*B ��� ��!� �; ���� ह*, �; ���P<. 	� �; �ह � ����  ह*B :!� 
"�, �� )� �
"�� .�� !��� हV  �� �;A5  	� ���� ��� ���� �� !��� ह*B �ह !� ���� 
��  ���� ��" �ह ह	� �;.� �� �� CE �� ��X !� �� ! 3.�<
, �; �ह �� ! ह	 �हf 3.� 
!��� B 

 ह	� <� ��� �; _��� 	� �,�� �8�� ह* �� ह� �"	� >? �� �ह�� ह* �� 
:! ��
� 	� }�Q� ह; ��� �; �� CE �; �ह�
 �ह 
3�� 3��ह< ���� >! ��
� 	� }�Q� ह; 
��� �; �� CE �; �ह�
 �ह 
3�� 3��ह<, .���� �ह !� �ह��  �ह �ह )4. ���� ह* �� �ह�
 
���� ��  �.< ह	� o�����A ���4�� ��9��� �हf �"�� ��� ह*B �ह ��9��� �A�A ���5	�A 
�� ह*B �� ह	 �ह �ह��  ह* �� ह	� �ह ��9��� "�  "; �� ��" �हf a!� ह � ह; �; ह	 
�ह�
 �� �ह 
3�  !��  2� ���5��ह� �� !��  �� �ह �"�� ���� ह*  �� �हf-�हf, �ह 
��9��� ���; �हf �"�� ��<��B :!��  ��" ह	!� �4-� ���� ह* �� �� �ह�
 ��6 �हf 
����  हV?  �ह �; ";�6 ��X !� ��� ह; �P �� <� ��X !� ह	 �� �हf !��� 2� "4!�� 
��X !� �ह� ���� ह* �� �� :! ��	 �; ��6 �हf ����B :! ��ह !� :!	� >Q3� � 
���� ह*B .���� :!��  ����4" )� ह	 :! ��	 �; �
��	 "��� �� �;�## :! $��� 
����  ह*  �� �; .;� �ह�
 ह*, ह	 >�!� �4-��  हV  �� ���� 	 �Z�. ��� ह*, ह	� ���:<, 
ह	 ���� 	"" ����� B ह	 >��; �����  ह*  �� �� a!� ���<, !�� ह� !�� ह	 >Cह�  
�ह )� �����  ह*  �� ��" �� a!� �हf �����  �; a!� )� 	��� �� !��� ह* �� �� >! 
घA�� 2� �i�A�¤4#� ��  �,.�X �� �ह�  ह*  ���� a!� )� 	��� �� !��� ह* �� �� 
��n	�"��� !� "4� हA �< ह* B :! $��� !� ह	 ��	 ����  ह*B �ह ���4� ह*, 	V ��  ���; 
�)� �ह �d �� ����� ह*B �ह ���4� ह	���  _��� 	� )� ह*, .���� ��" �;P ह	!� �4-�  �� 
�� ���� �� �ह�  हV, �; ह	 .;� ���
 ���� >! ���4� �; .��4 ���� ��  ���< ��!� 
)�  :
�o��F� �. �; )�� !��� हV B �;P )� :
�o��F� �. �ह�
 �� !��� ह*,  ��6�� 
���4� �; !���  �.< ह*B �;P )� �ह�
 ���� >! ���5 �; "�, !��� ह* ……(���)�*).... 

SHRI TAPAN KUMAR SEN: But, Sir, the Executive authority has also got 

some responsibility to uphold the rule of law. And, that is a part of the whole statute. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATIL: Do you expect me to do it? ....(Interruptions)... 

SHRI TAPAN KUMAR SEN: Definitely. When we are discussing this and 

when you are here, we want to know whether you will do or 
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anybody else will do. What should be done, at least, should come out 

...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No argument on that. You have sought a clarification 
and the hon. Minister has given a reply to that. �हf-�हf, �� �*�?< ……(���)�*).... 

2� ��**�� (#C�: !�, !	� �ह � ह; �ह� ह*, �� !	� )� "�, .���<B  

�� @ (�� �� : 	 }�  , #� ह* �� �� �� !	� "�, �ह�  ह*, .���� �� ��� ���� 
�� �& ��� ह*, �� �� !	� �हf "�,��  ह*B 

SHRI TAPAN KUMAR SEN: I am asking a clarification precisely about the 
violation of the Act. I would like to know whether it has been done deliberately. 

SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE (West Bengal): How old was the structure? 

�� ZT*���
  �
� :* 

�� @ (�� �� : ��(� ��, �� �*? ��:<B �ह ?�� �हf ह*, No, No, Nothing will 

go on record. �� a!� ह� ��� �हf ����< ……(���)�*).... u� $#�
� 3A�| ��, �� �*? 
��:<, ��3 	� �� a!� �* !� �;. !��� हV  ……(���)�*).... $#�
� �� �� �*�?< 
……(���)�*).... 

�� ����� ��0  ��8� : !�, 	V �ह ����� 3�ह �ह� ह4
   ……(���)�*).... 

�� @ (�� �� : ���  �� !� ! ��<, �	���A�  !�ह� �;. �ह�  हV B  

�� ����� ��0  ��8�: !�, 	V �ह ����� 3�ह �ह� ह4
  �� :! $��� �� ���4�  ह*, 
:! ���4� �� >��;� �; 3�ह�  �� !��� ह*B !n	����� !"�� )� �� !��� ह* 2� �ह�
 
��  �ह�� ��.� .;� )� �� !��� ह*B �;P )� �"	� :! ���4� ��  	 ����� ���5��ह� �� 
!��� ह*, .���� ��" �� ह	� �;.���  �� �� ���� ���5��ह� ��; �; �ह ��� �ह�
 �� 
!ह� ह*, :!� !	}�� �8�� ह*B  

"4!��, <� 2� ��� �; ह	!� �4-� �� �ह� ह*, �ह �ह ह* �� :! �k�3� �� >Â 
����� ��? 	V >!��  ����  	�  �4�� ��ह !� �; �हf ��� !��� ह4
 , ��6�� �)� 	V��  ���; 
����� �� ��v.��	�A ��  �C"� �ह �� �1� !� �� ! �o��! �� �ह�  ह*, n� ���!�*�.A� �� 
�� !B :!�� !��� :CXi	�#� ��� ह	 �A�A ���5	�A !� )� 	
���� ह*, �; >Cह�  )� �ह 
:CXi	�#� n� ���!�*�.A� 

*Not recorded. 
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!� 	
��� �� "��� �Q���B :! ��ह !� ह	 n� ���!�*�.A� �� �� ! ��v.��	�A 	� �o��! �� 
�ह�  ह*B .���� ह	 :!� :!�.< �o��! �� �ह�  हV, ��6�� :!�� ���(�	 �ह � �Q� ह; !��� 
��B 	�� �ह ��! >Â �� �� :!��  ����  	�  �; ������� ह*, ������ !� .��� ह	 "�  !��� हV B 
	��  	V a!� 	���� ह4
  �� .;� �ह �ह�  ह*  �� �ह � ���� :	��� �� 2� 50 !�. �� ��, 70 
!�. �� ��, 100 !�. �� ��B  50 !�., 60 !�. ��  .;� �; >! �.� 	� �ह�� ��.� �8� ह; 
!��� हV  2� �� ��� !��� ह* �� ����� >Â �� >! :	��� ��, �ह �; ��� !��� हV B 	�� 
�ह �8�� ��� ह* ���; ह	���  !� 	�
� .��� �� �� >Â ����� ��? �� , " ���� "� �,<, 
, " ���� �4�-<, �ह�
 �� ��� ���<B 	�� ह	 �;. �ह�  हV  �� �ह 50 !�. �� ह; �� 100 
!�. �� ह;  �� 300 !�. �� ह;, >!��  ����  	�  .;�6 ��  	� 	� ��� �"� �� )���� ह* 2� 
:!� �;Q�� �� ��ह !� >! �"� �� )���� �� �घ�� ह;�� ह* �; �ह �हf ���� 3��ह<B 
	�� �� ह	!� �4- �ह�  ह*  �� >!�� >Â ��� ��B 	���  ��! >!�� ��5 !vA�X�� A �हf  ह*B 
��� .��� ह* �; 	 }� �ह�
 !� 	
���� ���; ����� �Q���B �� 	���  ��! �हf ह* B What can 

be done to compensate?  	V !	}�� ह4
  �� ह	��� !���� �� �ह ��*Ã ��  �ह� ह*B �� �� 
)� �;P ह�"!� ह;�� ह* �; �; ������9 �"	� �� �; � �!�� ह; ����  ह*, >!�; ह	 
�n��!�A �� "� B 2� ह	 >n	�" ����  ह*  �� � ���� �� !���� �ह n� ���!�*�.A� �� �ह�
 ��  
�; ��n	�"��� हV, >!	� �8� "�,���  2� �n�
!�A ���� �� �;�## ����� B ��� �
 �!�A �� 
�"�� ह* �; �ह � �x-� ��� ह*, �हf �� �ह�   ह*  �; ह	 >�!� 33^ ����� B ��� :! �� )� �हf 
ह � �; ह	 �ह�
 !� ��� �� !��� ह* �ह ह	 >!�; "�,��� B  

 �� �ह �.��d �� ��� �ह�
 �� ����.� �PB �� !��� 3���, �हC" ���� 	� !���  
ह�"!6 �� 33^ "; घ
A�  	�  �; �हf ह; !��� ह* 2� 	V �ह �हf ���� 3�ह�� ह4
 B "4!�� , �ह �; 
��
"�Q ��*�ह ��  ����  	�  �ह �ह�  हV, ���� �4-�B 	���  ��! �ह � :
XÄ 	�#� ह* �Å !� ��  ����  	�  
ह*  B 	�� �ह 	1�� �हf ह* !� ��  ����  	�  :
X	�#� "��� �� 2� �ह :
X�	�#� a!� ह* �� <� 
"4!�6 ��  �,.�X ���� ह*B <� :
XÄ 	�#� <� ��X ���� ह* �; "4!�� :
X	�#� "4!�� ��X 
���� ह* �;  ��!�� :
XÄ 	�#� ��!��  ��X ���� ह*B �; :� !��� 3��6 �� 33^ ���� �� �ह  
	1�� �हf ह*B �ह�
 �� � �.! �� �; )4�	�� ह*, �� :! � �.! ��  )4�	�� �� )� .;�6 �� 
$Z� �3Cह .��< ह* � - .;� �;.��  ह*  �� ����� ���� !� >��; ��	 ���� 3��ह< �� 
>��� ���� !� �हf  ����B � 3 .;� �ह �ह�  ह*  �� � 	�� :��� ���� !� ��	 ���� �� �ह 
ह�"!� �*"� ह; ���B �� �ह ���� .��P �� �हf .��P :!��  ����  	�  �ह�
 �*?�� ���� 
�
"�� .���� ?�� �हf ह;��B ��� >!	� :
������ ह;�� 2� ��� �;P ";/� ���� ��� �; 
>!�; �#]� "���  	�  �;P ह	��� �Q3� �हf ह;��B ��� �हf ";/� ���� ह* �; ���� ��ह 
��!� ��  g�� �;ह	� .���� ?�� �हf ह;��B  
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, the Message from the Lok Sabha. 
(Interruptions) �हf ह; ��� B Please cooperate. (Interruptions) 

___________ 

MESSAGES FROM LOK SABHA 

(i) The Cess Laws (Repealing and Amending) Bill, 2006. 

(ii) The Parliament (Prevention of Disqualification) Amendment Bill, 2006. 

SECRETARY-GENERAL: Sir, I have to report to the House the following 

messages received from the Lok Sabha, signed by the Secretary-General of the Lok 

Sabha: 

(I) 

"In accordance with the provisions of rule 96 of the Rules of Procedure and 

Conduct of Business in the Lok Sabha, I am directed to enclose the Cess 

Laws (Repealing and Amending) Bill, 2006, as passed by LOk Sabha at its 

sitting held on the 15th May, 2006. 

The Speaker has certified that this Bill is a Money Bill within the meaning of 

article 110 of the Constitution of India." 

(II) 

"In accordance with the provisions of rule 96 of the Rules of Procedure and 

Conduct of Business in the Lok Sabha, I am directed to enclose the Parliament 

(Prevention of Disqualification) Amendment Bill, 2006, as passed by Lok 

Sabha at its sitting held on 16th May, 2006." 

Sir, I lay a copy each of the Bills on the Table. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Hon. Members, during the course of this debate 

certain words had been expressed, and I had promised the House that I would examine 

them and, then, take a decision. I have examined that Shri Sitaram Yechuri had said 

something about who followed the assassins of Mahatma Gandhi. I have verified the 

records, and also the rulings. I am removing these words from the record. 
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